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SUMMARY .

he -- Navy is-finding. it increasingly difficult to attract ,personnel with aptitude scores
hig enough to make them 5ligible for entry into Class "A" technical schools. Unless this

tion is remedied, the Navy will not have enough technically trained personhel to
acc plish its mission.

Oh ec ve .:

TfRe ective of this effort was to develop training courses for low aptitude students
that would 1 rease their mastery of the prerequisite skills and knowledge (S/Ks) they
would need for uccess in selected Class "A" schools. The schools were to cover four
training. atea.s.... Astrands)....opulsion .Engineering_(2E), Operations- (ORS),
Administrati5e/Clecical (A/C), and Electricity/Electronics (E/E).

Approach

, This effort was conducted in two separate but overlapping phases. The first phase
was designed .to determine which S/Ks should be taught. This was carried out by
identifying S/Ks that were prerequisites' for success in the selected Class "Kutschools and
by testing a sample of "A" school-eligible and "A" school-ineligible recruits to find out
how ,many of these S/Ks they possessed. The test results were then analyzed to determine
which S/Ks should be taught in each course.

(

. The second phase involved the development and administration of four JOBS Cou rses.
Materials developed for each, course included a student guide, an instructor guide,
supporting training and testing materials, and a set of evaluation tests to measure the
effectiveness of each course. The .courses were administered to Navy enlisted personnel
who were ineligible for entry into,Class "A" schools. Evaluation tests were administered
before and after theirJOBS training.

Findings

1. Analysis of the evaluation, ;est scores show6d that the students had increased
their mastery of selected basic S/Ks as a result of 'JOBS training. Precourse/postcoursel

.differences in mean percentages of students attaining criterion were: PE, 47 percent;
OPS, '43 percent; and A/C, 56 percent. (Postcourse scores for E/E are not available yet.)

2. Evaluation' test results inclicatedt that students made relatively greater gains in
comprehension of technical terms than in mathematics.. On literacy items, pre-
course/postcourse differences in mean percentages correct were: PE, 36 percent; OPS, 54
percent; and A/C, 66 percent. On mathematics items, these differences were 28, 44, and
11 percent, respectively.

Conclusions
t.

1. Programs of instruction can be developed that will increase selected basic S/Ks
oflower aptitude Navy personnel.

2. Test scores indicated that students gained ,more in -the comprehension of
technical terms than in mathematics.

,19
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Recommendations e

r 1. Close contact should be established between the course developers and the "A"
schools so that JOBS courses can be more finely tuned to the needs of the students..

2. ,Provisions should be made to enable course developers to observe the conduct of
instruction in JOBS classrooms.

3. JOBS courses should not be developed for complex, highly technical subjects
unless instructors with demonstrated knowledge and experience in the subject matter are
available.

4. The format of the instructor guide should be modified to eliminate the student
___activity_column_and to:present-all-material-vertically-. .

.0 5. Oyerhead transparencies should not be used except in those instances where
drawing or writing on the board would require too much artistic skill or time.

k
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t. INTRODUCTION

Problem

Many Navy recruits cannot enter Class ''A" technical schools because their scores on
the Armed Services Vocational Apti tude Battery (ASVAB) are below the minimum
standards established for entrance in) these schools. Because of the Navy's continuing
requirement for capable technical rsonnel, there is an urgent need to find ways of
training low aptitude personnel for technical jobs. One solution would be to develop
special training courses to increase their mastery of the, prerequisite skills and.knowledge
(S/Ks)'needed for success in Class "A" scho61s. If these courses were successful, they
would enable some lower aptitude recruits to successfull)) complete Navy technical
schools, thereby alleviating part of the. Navy's current personnel shortage.

Objective

The objective of this effort was to develop courses of instructio
lower aptitude personnel .to inccease their mastery of selected basi
permit them to enter and complete Class "A" schools in four trainin
Propulsion Engineering (PE), Operations (OPS), Administrative/Clerical
tricity/Electronics (E/E). The courses were to teach S/Ks that were pr
follOw-on Class "'A" schools, not to improve the general aptitude of the s

that would enable
S/Ks enough to
areas (strands):
A/C), and Elec-
requisites to the

udents.

Background

Current projections indicate that the manpower pool from which the Navy draws its
recruits will.shrink in, the 1980s and 1990s. Coupled with the predictions of declining
numbers are recent reports of declines in the academic skills of this pool. Regardless of
current debates about which skills have declined and what actions are needed to remedy
the situation, the net result is that the Navy will be increasingly forced to use lower
aptitude: personnel in more complex and demanding jobs.

One solution would be to correct these skill deficiencies through instructional
programs that would teach lower aptitude recruits the "A" school prerequisites they
appeared to lack. If there were a subsequent increase in the S/Ks.of personnel completing
these programs,, such personnel would then be able to enter and, presumably, complte
selected technical training courses. The Navy could in this way partially satisfy its
requirements for technically trained individuals.

The idea that training in basic skills sho,uld be job-orientedis not new (Duffy, Carter,
Fletcher, & Aiken, 1975; Sticht, However, most earlier efforts have focused on
reading (Aiken, Duffy, & Nugent, 1977; Duffyy 1976; Sticht, 1970; Sticht, Caylor, Kern, &
Fox, 1971). Previous research has emphasized the heavy literacy requirements of military
schools and jobs, and the relatively poor reading ability of typical students and jobholders.
As a result, job-oriented programs to improve the reading ability of military personnel
were developed and have subsequently been described by Duffy et al. (1975) and developed
by Sticht (1975) and by Huff, Sticht, Joyner, Groff, and Burkett (1977). Since each of
these programs was, to some degree successful, the job-oriented cdncept was adopted for
the Navy's prerequisite skills program.

JOBS 'training refers to job-oriented basic skills instruction designed to develop the
prerequisite skills that are required to complete initial job training. Although the
instruction may superficially resemble simplified job training, it is more correctly an

1



attempt to increase S/Ks that will be generalizable to a variety of learning and
performance situations.

APPROACH

%This effort was conducted in two separate but overlapping phases. The first phase
was designed to determine which S/Ks should be taught in each course. This was carried
out by identifying the S/Ks that were prerequisites for success in the selected "A" schools
and by testing a sam?le of recruits to find out how many of these skills they possessed.
The test results were then analyzed to determine which S/Ks to teach in each course.

The second phase involved the development and administration of the four courses.
At NAVPERSRANoCEN'r directioNthe PE_co_urse_was_developed -first, followed in-order
by courses for OPS, AtC; and E/E. Work was-often in progress, however, on more than
one strand. The courses 'Were developed in accordance with established instructional
systems developmen'HISD) procedures,' and each course included student guides (SGs),
instructor guides (IGs), supporting training and testing materials, and a set of evaluation
tests to measure the effectiveness of each course.

The courses were administered to students who were ineligible for entry into the
selected "A" schools. Evaluation tests were administered to students before and after
their JOBS training.

Throughout this report, the S/ks needed to perform a task, the lessons needed to
learn the S/Ks, and the task itself, are given the same name. Thus, lesson number 4.0 in
the A/C course, the S/Ks taught in lesson 4.0, and the "A" school task that lesson 4.0
prepares the student to perform,°are all entitled "solve a word problem involving arcs."

DETERMINING COURSE CONTENT

This section outlines thelprocedures used to determine the content of the four JOBS
courses. More detailed descriptions, and copies of many of the items described here, are
provided in The Training Requirements Analysis and Objectives Report (TRAOR) prepared
for each strand. 4

Content Selection Sequence

The procedures used to produce the TRAOR were similar for each course:

so The prerequisites for success in Class "A" schools were identified.

The entry level S /Ks possessed by JOBS-qualified (JQ) and school.tqualified (SQ)
persoriiel were identified.

'The S/Ks to be taught were selected.

'Procedures f6r frnstructional Systems Development, NAVEDTRA 110.

2 .1 0



The selected S/Ks were organiied into lessons and the lessons were placed in
modules.

t
Learning hierarchies were developed for the lessons.

Objective sheets With sample test items were prepared for each lesson.

Data collected to this point were incorporated into a TRAOR, and the .TRAOR
was reviewed by NAVPERSaANDCEN.

identifying Prerequisites for Success in Class "A" Schools

The S/Ks that students should have before entering a Class "A" school were identified
by examining each school's training materials and by interviewing both faculty and
students. Each school provided a set of training materials, including training objectives,
lesson materials, study materials, refer nces, and tests.

The focus of both the intervi, vs and the examination of course materials was on
identifying S/Kk that were need. but not taught in Class "A" schools, or that were taught
but were difficult to learn. Interviews were conducted with students who were having
difficulty with the 'training as well as with those who ,were not having difficulty. Faculty
members who were interviewed included instructors, course administrators, and scho'ol
administrators. The interviews were conducted at Class "A" schools. in Great Lakes,
Illinois (PE and OPS strands); Orlando, Florida (OPS strand); Meridian; Mississipi (A/C
strand); and San Diego, California (E/E strand).

For the PE strand, two methods of analyzing the training material and interview data
were tried. The fiAt method, focusing primarily on an Analysis of the training materials,
sought to identify the total set of tasks performed by the student, while in Class "A"
school. This effort resulted in the generation of hundreds of task statements, such as:

IDENTIFY resources for learning in the PE "A" school, given a description of the
resource and how to assess each resource.

DEFINE "hexagonal," given a passage that contains a word that is explained by
the other statements that precede or follow it.

CONTRAST the two types of high pressure valves to determine which parts have
the same purpose, given a verbal explanation.

Attenipts were made to organize these statements into a taxonomy but these efforts
proved unproductive, and the approach was set aside. A taxonomy might have been
possible, but the need to move forward in the development of the four courses prompted a
shift to a second approach.

The second approach used the same data sources as before. After examining the
training materials, the course developers hypothesized tentative sets of prerequisite S/Ks
directly from analyses of training materials and interviews, with plans to verify or refute
these prerequisites later, based on preassessment data. Examples of tentative task
statements and skills include:

Find information in a table.
Add numbers.
Read a setting on a micrometer.
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Comprehend a written passage.
Solve word problems.

Identifying Skills and Knowledge Possessed by JOBS - Qualified Personnel

The previous step identified the types of S/Ks that appeared to be essential for
success in Class "A" school. It also identified which of these essential S/Ks were either
not taught, or were taught with great difficulty, in Class "A" schools. The nexestep was
to determine the extent to which JQs possessed these S/Ks. Determination of entry level
characteristics of JQs was accomplished by administering a preassessment battery to
samples of men in the apprenticeship program at the Naval Training Center, San Diego,
California. ,

Content of PreasSessmenfffitteties-

On the basis of information gained from examining training materials and conducting
interviews, test items were constructed' for inclusion in preassessment batteries for each
strand (each TRAOR contains a copy of the corresponding preassessment battery). All
test items were multiple choice. The test items fell into four categories: technical
terms, reading, mathematics, and miscellaneous.

Technical Terms and Their Associated Concepts. Each strand has its own termin-
ology and students must have, or acquire, some familiarity with these terms before they

'`,4'-`,,can driEterstanethe material taught in the corresponding Class "A" school. Terms that
appeared frequently in the training materials and that were judged likely to be unfamiliar
to JQs, or which were judged to be inadequately defined in the training materials were

4. included in She preassessment batteries. The PE, OPS, A/C, and EIE preassessment tests
included, respectively, 90, 170, 180, and 180 terms.

4.

Reading. Reading demands are particularly heavy in the A/C strand, where students 1
are required to use standard publications. Reading requirements are also heavy in strands
that make extensive use of programmed instruction materials.

0 A someihat specialized requirement is the ability to read or interpret information
I.. ifound n tables, charts, diagrams, schematics, or graphs. This includes using conversion

tables and reading diagrams and schematics (PE); using indexes and tables of contents
(AC); reading time zone charts and high`low water charts (OPS); and interpreting graphs
of waveforms (E/E). Each preassessment battery contained test items tailored to the
reading requirements of the strand. I ..

Mathematics. All schools reported that students had difficulty performing mathe-
matical operations. The types and the difficulty of mathematics items prepared for
preassessment batteries varied markedly. Items for the A/C strand were word problems
requiring only addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. At the other extreme,
the preassessment test for the E/E strand included items covering signed numbers, squares
and square roots, formulas, scientific notation, and trigonometric functions. Mathematics
itemsforSE and OPS fell between these two extremes. ,

....

O

Miscellaneous. Miscellaneous items included reading,rneasuring instruments (PE),
fillingokit farms (OPS and A/C), and working with metric prefixes (E!E).

./
....."
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Organization of Preassessment Batteries

Because of the large number of items covered, it was necessary to divide the
preassessment batteries into parts, each part requiring 1 to 2 hours to complete.
(Preassessment battery tests are listed in Table A-3 of the Appendix.)

Administration of Preassessment Batteries

The preassessment batteries were administered to 539 men in the apprenticeship
program at Naval Training.Center, San Diego, during 1979 and 1980. Subjects were
divided into two comparison groups for each test battery. The "A" school qualified group
(SQs; N = 291) had ASVAB scores high enough to make them eligible for entrance into one
of the glass "A" schools covered by the battery; the JOBS-qualified group (JQs; N = 248)
had'ASVAB scores too low for entrance into a Class "A" school.

The selection of the ASVAB cut-off scores used to separate.the subjects into the SQ
and JQ groups was influenced by the availability of personnel. To gecure reasonable
samples, these cut-off scores were slightly different, by ± 1 or 2 points, from the cut-off
scopes set by the "A" schools (the ASVAB cut -off scores used in this work are listed in
Table A-1).

Analysis of Preassessment Battery Resets

The results of the preassessment patteries were described in detail in the TRAORs.
Briefly stated, four patterns merged:

As was expected, the prevalent pattern was for SQs to perform better than JQs.
For example, in the A/C strand, 75 percent of the SQs, but only 37 percent of the JQs,
knew the definition of "requisition-0 In the E/E strand, V percent of the SQs, but only 50
percent of the JQs, could identify -the square root of the number 1296.

Both groups did very.well on some items. Approximately 90 percent of both the
JQs and the SQs in the OPS strand, for example, were able to add and subtract whole
numbers.

Both groups did very, poorly on other items. Only 18 percent of both JQs and SQs
in the E/E strand, for example, were able to identify the adjacent side of a given angle in
a right triangle. .

There were a few instances where JQs performed better than SQs. This was
probably due p3 random error.

-

Selecting the Skills and Knowledge to be Taught
1 iThe results of the preassessment battery provided the basis for the selection of most

of the S/Ks included i6 JOBS. The selection algorithm provided by NAVPERSRANDCEN
is shown on Figure 1. An S/K was included if it met either of the following criteria:

It was not taught in Class Ni" school and 50 percent or less of the JQs could
Ianswer the corresponding test item con ctly.

It was taught in Class "A" schI1, but 50 percent or less of the SQs could answer
the test item correctly. The difference between the percentage of SQs and JQs answering
the test item correctly had to be at least. 15 percent.

I (-1
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It should be noted that the selection criteria provided for the inclusion of S/Ks taught
in the Class "A" schools only when these were shown to be particularly difficult even for
the.SQs.

When more than,one test item was needed to measure proficiepcy on a particular
S/K, the selection critecia4were applied to the item cluster rather than to a single
question. Detailed descriptions of the selection procedure and of the S/Ks selected can be
found,in the TRAORs.

There were three important qualifications,to the S/K selection procedure: the length
of each course, the need for typing skills, and the inclusion of independent study.

Length of Courses

NAVPE1812A4NDCEN indicated that 4 weeks should be utilized for the PE, OPS, and
A/C courses, and 8 weeks for the E/E course. These time constraints influenced decisions
to include or exclude those marginal S/Ks that were slightly above or below the selection

tircriteria.

41

Typing

It was not feasible to include typing in the A/C preassessment battery;even though
the examination of training materials had revealed,that typing was a major component of
A/C training. Moreover, both students and fdculty had recommended that the A/C course
include typing. For these reasons, typing instruction was included in the JOBS program
fog' the A/C strand eveh though it wars not an item on the A/C "preassessment battery.

wStudents received one week of a commercially prepared typing program after they had
completed the academic portion of the JOBS program.

Iodependent,Study

The independent study approach requires the student to spend a considerable amount
of class time working on his own, with' relatively little assistance from instructors.
Interviews revealed that most students in Class "A" schools were dissatisfied with this
unfamiliar teaching method, especially those who were having difficulty. While
independent study items were not included on the preassessment battery, it was decided
to include some training in independent study in each JOBS course.

Placing Selected Skills and Knowledge into Modules

The S/Ks selected for inclusion in JOBS courses were grouped into modules and the
modules were arranged in tentative learning sequences. (Table A-6 provides a complete
list of the selected S/Ks, by module.) Some S/Ks were relevant to more than strand. For
example, the Decimal Ntimbers/Whole Numbers module subsumed eight S/Ks, six of which
were taught in more than one courselsee Table,A-6).

Developing Learning Hierarchies Within Modules

Within each module, the S/Ks were arranged in a hierarchy map to indicate the
teaching sequence (Figure 2). The module's terminal task, br objective, was placed at the
top of the map, and the supporting or enabling S/Ks were arranged below it in a proposed
learning sequence. Horizontal broken lineg were drawn above and below the module
hierarchy map. S/Ks that the student was ,assumed io possess prior to entering JOBS
training, and S/Ks taught in' earlier. modules, were shown below the bottom line.

4
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The Class "A" school tasks for which the JOBS- taught S/Ks were prerequisites were shown
above the, top line. .----
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Certain S/Ks could not be taught without first teaching other prerequisite S/Ks.
These prerequisite S/Ks were added to module hierarchy maps, when necessary, even
though they had not been covered in a preassessment test.

' Preparing Objective Sheets for Each Lesson

An objective sheet was prepared for each lesson on the module map. This sheet
contained 'a formally stated objective for the lesson, one or more sample test items, the
Instructional Quality Inventqry (IQI) (Ellis 6c Wulfeck, 1978) classification of the objective,
and the estimated amount of instructional. .time that would be required to attain the
objective. Figure 3'shoWs. two examples of objective sheets prepared for the A/C strand;
copies of all objective sheets can be found in the TRAORs.

Training Requirements Analysis and Objectives Reports (TRAORs)

As consequences of reviews the following changes were made to draft TRAORs:

Module§ were drdpped, added, and resequenced.
Lessons within modules were dropped, added, and resequenced.-

'e Statements of objectives were reworded.
'Requests for further analysis of Class "A" school materials were made.
Ariticipated instructional time was reassigned.. The format of testing was modified;

Segment Specification Document (SSD)

The second deliverable prepared for each strand was the SSD. The Module
Specifications and Lesson Specifications contained in the SSDs provided a transition
between the somewhat general specifications contained in the TRAOR and the very
detailed course materials developed in the second phase of the JOBS effort. As
consequences of reviews, various elements of the SSDs were addedz:deleted, changed, or
resequenced. Since changes were incorporated into the course materials directly, rather
than into the SSDs themselves, no final versions of the SSDs were produced. Figures A-1
and A-2 are sample lesson and module specification sheets from the OPS SSD.
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OBJECTIVE: 2.0 Given an Administrative /Clerical problem situation and Index from
an Administrative/Clerical publication, locate the page, para-
graph, or section in the publication which contains informa-

, Lion that will solve the problem. The standard is 80X.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

2.0 You have been told by your superior that he wishes to send a letter to a per-
son and wants to enclose a document in the letter. Unfortunately, the docu-
ment is too big to fit in the envelope and will be sent in a separate enve-
lope. . ,

a
On what pagg and paragraph in'the CorrespondenceManual will you find guidance
on how to say this when you prepare the letter?

0

4

Answer: Page VI-2, Paragraph 14

IQI CLASSIFICATION: Use rul. - unaided

ANTICIPATED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME 6 hours

111140.
OBJECTIVE: 2.1 Given five Administrative/Clerical terms arranged in random or-

der, arrange the terms in alphabetical order. The standard is
80%.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM:

2.1 Below are five words. 1,4 them in alphabetical order by putting a 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5 in front of each word.

envelope

enclosure ..'

endorsement

exhibit

enclosure line

IQI CLASSIFICATION: Use rule - unaided

...\

ANTICIPATED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 3 hours

Figure 3. Lesson sheets for A/C strand (typical).
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COURSE DEVELOPMENT

The major areas of interest in the course development phase were:

The course devglopment sequence.
The course components (deliverables).
The strategy fot teaching technical terms.
The implementation of the four JOBS Program of instruction (courses).

Course Development Sequence
o

The course development sequenc%was as follows:

Draft versions of all course compcinents were prepared.

The drafts were revised and resubmitted as the preliminary final versions.

The.courses Were implemented.

Comments were received from JOBS instructors and classroom observers.

The results of the postcourse and progress tests were analyzed.

A revisions report was submitted describing the revisions to be made and the
rationale for these changes.

Revisions were made to the courses, resulting'in the revised courseware draft
version.

a Revised courseware drafts were submitted to NAVPERSRANDCEN for review.

Revised courseware finals were prepared.

Final courses were implemented.

`44eA shortage of eligible students delayed revision of the initial draft course material
fbr the E/E strand. NAVPERSRANDCEN, undertook this task, however, and a final version
of the E/E curriculum is now available.

Deliverables

Nearly 10,000 pages of textual Material and over 2400 other items were prepared for
JOBS, exclusive of reports, drafts, and preliminary versions. The major deliverables
produced were as follows:

Curriculum outlines prepared for each course stated the 'number of hours
allocated to each lesson and presented a suggested schedule.
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Instructor guides (IGs, Figure A-7) ,prepared for each module gave instructors

step-by-step instructions for conducting all lessons.
.

i .

A demonstration guide was prepared to assist the E/E instructors in making the
complex demonstrations required in the E/E course. ____.

Student guides (SGsFigtire 'A-6) prepared for each module save step-by-step
instructions for performing theskills presented in-each lesson.

A Practice exerci§es (Figu'res Ar8, A-9, A-17, and A-18) gave the students practice
A performing the S/Ks presented in each lesson.

Supplementary exercises (Figure A-10) were provided in the PE, OP'S, and A/C
courses to enrich training on terms.

Progress tests (Figure A-16) were designed to measure the student's mastery of
.,..the Material presented, in each lesson.

. -, -

Remediation exercises were given in the evenings to students who failed progress
tests.

..'..L.

Remediation tests were administered to stude;ts at the end of remediatitm
training.. .. .

Overhead val. rendes (Figures A-3 and A-4) were the main, type of training
aid used inthe JOBS ourses.

Lesson summaries containing the step-by-step procedures from the SGs.were
given to the students for use as references in their Class "A" school.

)f

Other Training Aids r

In the PE, OPS, and E/E,courses, instructors were required to conduct a number of
demonstrations. The equipment neededfor these demonstrations was part of each course.
Students in the A/C course were required to use three Putilicatiott-rtlie-Bureau of Naval
Personnel Manual, the Afloat Supply Procedures Manual, and the Correspondence Manual.
The A/C course included a copy of eachof these manuals for each student. A set of
specially. prepared cards were provided for practice in alphabetizing. .

Evaluation Tests
4

Three -forms of an evaluation test were prepared for each JOBS course, one form to
be' administered prior to the start of training, another to be administered at the
completion of training, and a third to be administered several months later. (Thus far,
only the filst and second forms have, been used.) These tests were designed to measure
changes in proficiency resulting from JOBS training and to measure the extent to which
these changes were maintained over time.

A concerted effort was made to ensure that the fcirms were equivalent. A pool of
test items for each objective was developed. The course developers, with assistance from
subject matter experts, reviewed all items critically and made any adjustments they felt
necessary. Test items were then assigned to the three forms at random. The course
developers had intended to assess the equivalence and reliability of the three tests, but

r. i2
4G



changes in project requirements and priorities mandated that these two aspects of test
development be delayed.

A Report on Procedure and Rationale
1?(

A report entitled "Procedure and Rationale for the Design of Evaluation Test" was
prepared for 'each course. These reports provide the rationale for the construction of the
evaluation_tesis_and -the design of test items.

Manuals

Two manuals were developed. The first, entitled Manual of Instructions for
Administering and Scoring the JOBS ,Evaluation Test, was prepared to provide guidance to
test administrators. Included were the answers to each test item and forms for recording
test results. The second, entitled An Orientation Manual for the Job oriented Basic' Skills
(JOBS) Program Instructor, was designed to prepare personnel to be JOBS inst uctors. It
included topics such as: "

Nature of mastery learning.
Role of the instructor in the evaluation process.
Responding to student performance.
Special problems in teaching lower aptitude students.
Format of material in JOBS programs.

;

All instructors were required to read the orientation ma
contained therein before starting their instruction! duties.

Strategy for Teaching Technical Terms

and take the self-tests

Training on terminology was a major component of each course; the time devoted to
them in the PE, OPS, A/C, and E/E strands was, respectively, 60, 38, 33, and 35 percent
of the instructional time available.

As was noted earlier, previous research indicated that a major factor affecting
performance in a technical school is the student's familiarity with the technical terms
used in the -school. Based upon these findings, test items concerned with terms were
included, on the preassessmer1t battery; those that met the selection criteria were included
in the four JOBS courses.

The selected technical terms were divided into clusters on the _basis of their
meanings. The clusters were divided into convenient groupings (segments) of 9 or 10
terms and two lessons were developed for each cluster. The first lesson taught definitions'
and gave examples of all of the words in the cluster. The second lesson taught
comprehensiOn of materials Containing the newly-learned terms. In the first lesson, the
students:

Studied. definitions and examples of each term in.the first segment.

Took practice and supplementary exercises.

Read a "relationship" passage and answered questions about it.

Generated sentences using the newly learned terms.

13 21
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Studied.a diagram/summary of terms.

Rdeatedt,the above sequence with the terms in the next segment.

When all segments in the cluster had been completed, took the progress test for
r first lesSon.

The number?' of class sessions required to complete the first lesson would vary with
the number of segments in the cluster. In the second lesson the student:

Studied "comprehension passages ."
Completed practice exercises.
Took progress test for second lesson.

Because of the somewhat innovative approach to teaching technical terms, a more
detailed discussion of the strategy for teaching them is presented in the appendix.

Implementation of the JOBS Program of Instruction (Courses)

Beginning in 1979, the four JOBS courses were Implemented at the Naval Training
Center, San Diego. The instructors were civilians employed by the San Diego'Community
College District, under contract with NAVPERSRANDCEN. To gain detailed information
about the implementation, NAVPERSRANDCEN employed a number of university Students
as classroom observers. Using course. materials as guides, they observed classroom
activities and recommended improvements. Table 1 lists the, numbers Of students enrolled
in each strand from the dates training began through June 1980:

Table 1

JOBS Training Conducted as of June 1980

Date JOBS Approximate
JOBS'

'N>
Training Number of Number of

Program Began Classes Students

S.

PE July 1979 19 234
OPS Nov,1979 12 115

A/C Jan 1980 11 ' 113

E/E , Apr 1980 2 24

RESULTS

Analyses of pre- and postcourse scores on the evaluation tests for the PE, OPS, and
A/C courses showed that students increased their mastery of basic S/Ks as a result of
JOBS training. Differences in mean percentages of students attaining criterion were:
PE, 47 percent; OPS, 43 percent; and A/C, 65 percent. These scores are based on
implementation of the "preliminary final" version of each course and test,

14,
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not upon the "revised courseware final" versiol% Pre- and postcourse differences on the
revised versions should bg even greater since the reAsed. versions ace presumed to be
superior to the earlier ones. The numbers of students attaining criterion on the pre- and
postcourse tests are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2

_Evaluation Test Results for PE and A/C Strands

Strand

Percentages'of
Attaining Cri

Precourse
06)

,.;
StudeRts
teriona

Postcourse
(%)

Increase
(%)

N

PE

OPS

A/C

. 37

28

18

84

71

74'

.47

° 43

56

57

9-40b

28

aCriterion was specified in the formal statements of objectives for the four courses.

bCircumstances prevented some OPS students from completing both pre- and postcourse
tests.

Two important areas in each JOBS program were technical terms and mathematics.
All test items that assessed comprehension of terms were combined and the mean pre-
and postcourse scores were then compared. The same procedure was followed for'mathe-
matics. Somewhat treater gain's were f6und in the comprehension of terms and written
passages than in mathematics. (The improvements in these two areas are shown in Table

. 3.)

Table 3
-4

Comparison of Improvements in Oo?nprehension of Terms
and Mat herrfa

Strand and Area
Mean Percentages Correct

Difference
(`6)

Precourse
(9,6)

Postcourse
r (%)

PE Terms and Concepts 56 "92 ,6
PE Mathematics 59 87 28

OPS Terms and Concepts 26 80 54
OPS Mathematics 36. 80 .44

A/C Terms and Concepts r6 82 66
A/C Mathematics 50 61 11

15



A complete evaluation of the JOBS program, including performance and attrition/loss
rates of JOBS students in JOBS courses, in "A" schools, and in the fleet, has been
conducted by NAVPERSRANDCEN (Baker & Huff, in press).

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND LESSONS LEARNED

Timing of Revisions

Rigid adherence to the instructional systems development (ISD) cycle was not always
feasible. While the ISD cycle acknowledges the need to make revisions after initial
program implementation, the JOBS experience indicated a frequent need for revisions

jrgi the development process. "Specifically, it was not possible to generate objectives
that would not subsequently need to be, modified. In practice it was found that writers
frequently identified omissions and /or contradictions in the `objectives that they were
attempting to ,flollow. To provide complete instruction, it was often necessary to
introduce student activities that required the spedification of new objectives. The
attempt, to develop course tests simultaneously with, or riorto, program development
was often frustrating and counterproductive; too often wa necessary to eliminate test
items becakse of changes in objectives. tLastly, the objective Liter cannot anticipate the
problems a 15ssbn writer may have -t9 solve to account for ,variations in student
backgrounds or instructor abilities.

Adherence to Se ment S cification. Document (SSD) Re uirements
.

The development staff frequently, encountered problems that could best be resolved
by deviating from the specifications found in the SSD; These deviations included making
changds in the clustering of tasks into modules, the 'sequencing of modules, the
arrangement of tasks within a module (the learning hierarchy), the training objectives, the
generality, and the fdrmat of test items.

Instructor Qualifications and the Complexity of Instructional Materials

A requirement to prepare instructional materials- that could% be used by relatively
r

inexperienced instructors necessitated the preparation of extremely detailed IGs,
especially ?-especially in the E/E course. It was necessary, for example, to prepare a special
demonstration Vide for the E/E instructor to follow, step by step, when demonstrating
certain basic phenomena to students. While this guide was useful, neither it nor the IG.
can possibly anticipate all of the questions, that students may ask. Even experienced,
personneleoften have difficulty explaining E/E conceptS such capacitiye reactance.

, ..
c 4 t .

In short, when the subject matter to be taught is extremely omplex and technical, as
it is in E/E, the use 'of a an inexperienced instructor may be counterproductive.

.O

Interaction Between the Course Developers, Instructors, and Observers

The absence of regular contact between the JOBS instructors and the course
developers was probably detrimental to the effort. If time had been available for writers
to observe the conduct.of instruction, insights into student and instructor interactibns
might have improved the quality of the materials prepared. As it was, writers obtained

16
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information about their output some weeks or months after producing it. Even then, the
feedback was second- and third-hand.

Use of Overhead Transparencies

It is wasteful to use transparencies to display relatively simple concepts like
circularity, parallelism,, perpendicularity, etc. It would be better for the instructor to
illustrate such concepts on the board, or to find examples of them in the classroom. It is
Often worthwhile to display long passages or core information such as statements of rules
or definitions of new concepts. In these cases, use of overhead transparencies relieves
the instructor from writing on the board, and it saves student time. Also, while ttje.
"generalities" are available in the SGs, it is preferred that the Student's attention be on
the instructor rather than partly on the instructor and partly on the SG. Nonetheless, in

Might of the cost of transparencies, the writer should consider carefully whether a given
transparency is essential.

Format of Instructor Guide (IG)

Navy specifications call fora three-column format for the major portion of, the fG..
The three columns are entitled Outline of Instruction, Instructor. Activity, and iStuderit
Activity: (A sample page from an IG is shown in Figure A-7). The Student Activity
column contains little significant information and much of the information it does contain
can be inferred froin the Instructor Activity column, since student activities are usually
prompted by instructor activity. The three column format, printed"-horizontally on the
page, with most of the infdrmation massed in the narrow center column, made use of the
IG unnecessarily difficult. 'This format also'required the instructor to periodically turn
the IG, which was quite bulky, from horizontal to vertical and then back agai.

Role of Student Guide (SG)

The SG was designed to be used for sell -paced instruction, should the Navy decide to
convert the JOBS programs to the self-study approa,ch. NAVEDTRA 110 provides general,
guidelines for using SGs, but it does not specify how they should be used in an instructor-
led, group-paced program such as JOBS.

When technical terms were being taught, the students made.full use of their SG. In
these lessons, the students were directed'to follow along in their SG as the instructor
conducted the class, 4nd theSG was tully integrated into the instruction.

In all other lessons, with a feW minor exceptions, the SGs were used primarily for
reviewing material presented by the instructor. The students read module and lesson
overviews at thestart of the lesson, attended to the material presented by the instructor,
then returned fo the SG, reading and working through the examples. Practice exercises
were taken after the student had been given time to review, in the SG, the material just
presented:

- In practice, there was considerable deviation from the model just described. In
addition 'to reading the overviews at the start of the lesson, students kept their SGs open
during the entire lesson, and, to varying degrees, shifted their /attention between their SG
and the instructor. Since the SGs and the IGs did not "track" on a one-to-one basis, and
sitice the examples cited in. the SG were always different from those used by the

.
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instruc'tor, some confusion was mevitable. This state of affairs resulted from two factors:
first, lack of instructor insistence that the SGs be used as specified in the IG; second, the
fact that lessens on terms and concepts always preceded other lessons, thus setting a
precedent-for having students use their SG ,throughout the entire lesson.

Instructor's Adherence to Specifications in Instructor Guide

The IGs contained detailed specifications for-conducting JOBS classes, and classrooln
observers alerted instructors who failed to adhgre to these specifications. Despite these
precautions, there is reason to believe that, to varying degrees, instructors deviated from
IG specifications, either modifying or entirely omitting certain activities, or inserting
activities not specified in the IG.

CONCLUSIONS 1

The following conclusions are based on the implementation and eyaluation of JOBS
courses for the PE, OPS, and A/C strands. No evaluation results were available for E/E.

Courses of instruction can be developed that will improve selected basic S/Ks of
lower aptitude Navy Personnel.

. ,

JOBS tFairiing can enable many stu dents with low ASVAB scores to complete
Class "A" school training. 'It is assumed that these students could not have completed an
"A" school without their_JOBS training.

Students gained more in the comprehension of technical terms and passages than
in mathematics.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are based on the -results of the development and
implementation of the four JOBS courses:

, Close contact should be established and maintained between the course develop-
ers and "A" schools so that JOBS courses can be more finely tuned to the needs of the
students.

Provisions should be made to enable course developers to observe the conduct of
instruction in JOBS classrooms.

JOBS courses should not be developed for complex, highly technical subjects
unless instructors with experience in the subject matter are available.

The student activity column of the IG should be removed, and all material on the
IG should be presented vertically on the page. Student activities that warrant special
attention, or that cannot be inferred from the information in the instructor activity
column, can be presented in a box on the page.

Overhead transparencies should not be used except in those instances where
drawing or writing on the board would require too much artistic skill or time.

18
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

ASVAB Cutoff Scores

The cutoff scores used to select candidates fo'r admission to either a Class "A" schoolor a JOBS course are listed in Table A-1

Table A-1

ASVAB Cutoff Scores for Admission to JOBS or an "A" School

ASVAB Cutoff Scores

Strand
ASVAB
Subtests

JOBS
Qualification

"A" School
Qualification

Propulsion Engineering MK + AI Under 94 94 or higher-
Operations WK + AR Under .97 94 or higher
Administrative/Clerical WK + AR Under' 99 99 or higher.
Electricity/Electronics MN + EI +

GE + AR 190:224a . 225 or higher

aA minimum score (190) was s-t-1 -O-Kelection as a' JOBS-qualified subject for the E/gstrand. No minimum scores were set for JOBS-qualfied subjects for the other strands;

Legend: -

MK = Mathematical Knowledge
AI = Automotive Information
WK = Work Knowledge

El = Electronics Information
GS = General Science
AR = Arithmetic Reasoning

Lessons Prepared

The lessons prepared for JOBS are, listed in Table A-2. Lessons .that are otherwise
identical may have different lesson ntimbers, depending upon the course in which they aretaught. For'example, the lesson entitled "Add Numbers" is taught in PE Lesson 4.4, OPS
Lesson 3.1, and A/C Lesson 3.1.

A-1
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Table A -2

LessonsTrepar.ed for each Program of Instruction
. .

Module Title

Lesson/Skill or Knowledge/Task
Lesson Number

PE OPS A/C E/

Decimal Numbers/Whole Numbers
.. .. c: 4'-

Add numbers 4.4- 3.1 5.1 .....
Subtract numbers - 4.5 3.1 732 -
Multiply numbers .

3.1 3.3
Divide numbers 3.1 3.4 -
Compute a percent by division .... 3.4 -
dornpute a percent by multiplication __ 3.3
Solveword problems involving

decimals and whole numbers 4.6 - 3.0 -
Compute an average *Ma 3.2 3.0

Decimal/Percentages

Definition/examples of decimal
numbers 4.1.1.1.1

.

3.1.1.1.1 3.1.1
Definition/exatnples of percentages
Label place values in decimal

numbers 4.1.1.1

-
3.1.1.1

3.1.1.,

Write word equivalents of decimal
numbers ' 4.1.1 3.1.1 7- .0 GO

Write digit equivalents of orally
stated decimal numbers 4.1.2 3.1.2

Convert fractions to decimal ---.-..A numbers mathematically 4.2 3.4
Convert fractions to decimal

numbers usmg,a table 4.3.
Convert decimal numbers to

percentages
,

3.4 3.1
Convert percentages to decimal

numbers 3.3 3.2
Convert decimal numbers to

fractions _ I' 3.3
Round off decimal numbers 3.1.3 3.4 3.4.1

Fractions

Definition/examples of key terms 2.1.1.1
Reduce fractions to lowest terms ' 4.1 2.1.1
Add fractions , 2.1
Subtract fractions -2.2
Multiply fractions 2.3
Divide fractions 2.4
Solve math word problems

involving fraction MD 2.0

A-2
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Table A-2 (Continued)

Module Title Lesson Number

Lesson/Skill or Knowledge/Task PE OPS A/C E/E

Transferring Key Information from
Table to Form

Locate key information in a table 1.0 5.1
Locate_key information on a form 5.2
Transfer key information from

table to form 5.0

Responding to Programmed Instruction

Match component names with
descriptive statements 7.1 6.1 4.1 12.1

Select an appropriate, study strategy \ 7.2 .6.2 4.2 12.2
Respond to programmed instruction 7.0 6.0 4.0 12.0

Comprehension of Propulsion Engineering
Materials

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to energy 6.1.1

Comprehension of propulsion
engineering material related to
energy 6.1

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to measurement 6.2.1

Comprehension of propulsion
engineering material related to
measurement 6.2

Definitions andkeZamples of key
terms related to components 6.3.1

Comprehension of propulsion
engineerion material related,.to
components 6.3

Definitions and examples ofkey
terms related fo maintenance 6.4.1

Comprehension of propulsion
engineering material related to
maintenance 6.4

Comprehension of QM/OS Material

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to measurement 2.1.1

Comprehension of QM/OS material
related to measurement 2.1

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to geometry 2.2.1

Comprehension of QM/OS material
related to 'geometry 2.2
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Table A-2 (Continued)

Module Title Lesson Number
Lesson/Skilifor Knowledge/Task PE OPS A/C E/E

Comprehension of 'QM/OS Material
(Continued)

S.Definitions and examples of key
..terri)s related to navigation

Comprehension of QM/OS material
related' to navigation

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to relative motion

Comprehension of QM/OS material
related to relative motion

Comprehension of A/C Material

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to directives

Comprehension of A/C material
related to directives

Definitions and examples of key
terms related to correspondence

Comprehension of A/C material
related to-correspondence

Definitions and examples qf k
terms related to codes, shi
and supplies

, Comprehension of A/C material
/related to codes, ships, and
supplies

Signed Numbers

Definitions/examples of key terms
Add signed numbers
Subtract signed numbers
Multiply signed numbers
Divide signed numbers
Multiple operations with signed

numbers

Locate Key Information in a Diagram

Identify components in a diagram
Find path of flow in a diagram.

Locate Key Information in a Schematic

Identify components in a schematics
Find path of flow in a schematic

_1

t

2.1
2.2

3.1
3.2

A-4
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Table (Continued)

Module Title Lesson Number
Lesson/Skill or KnoWledge/Task PE OPS A/C E/E

Squares/Square Roots

Definition/examples of key terms 4.14
Calculate squares of numbers 4.1
Calculate square roots of numbers 4.2
Solve math problems involving

squares and square roots 4.0
Scientific Notation I;

-Definitions /examples of key terms 5.1.1.1
Conversion of standard notation to

scientific notation . -- . 5.1.1
Conversion of scientific notation

to standard notation 5.1.2
Addition' in scientific notation 5.1
Subtraction in scientific notation 5.2
Multiplication in scientific notation 5.3
Division in scientific notation 5.4
Square roots in scientific notation 5.5
Multiple operation problems in

scientific notation 5.0__
Solving 'Word Problems Using Formulas

Definition/examples of variables 3.3.1
Solve, formulas for a specified

variable . 3.3
Select units of measurement for

speed, distance, and time 3.4.1
Substitute data in a formula 3.4 --
Solve word problems using formulas 3.0' ;.- ._ 4...,

Metric Prefixes

Match metric; prefixes and powers
of ten 6.1,4

Convert units of measure within
the metric system - 6.1.2

Add using metric prefixes _4.. 6.1
Subtract using metric prefixes 6.2
Multiply using metric prefixes . :-- 6.3 --
Divide Using metric prefixes ...... ' 6.4
PerforM. multiple operations using

- i, metric prefixes
Foemulai and Variational Analysis ,

Addition 'and subtraction in formulas -- .... 7.1.1.1.1
Multiplication and division 7.1.1.2

6.0
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Table A-2 (Continued)

Module Title

Lesson/Skill or Knowledge /Task
Lesson Number

PE. OPS . A/C

Formulas and Variational Analysis
(t-ontinued)

Squares in formulas
Square roots in formulas' --
Reciprocal formulas -- r-
Prody'at over sum formulas -
Formulas requiring a combination

of operations ......

Current flow in a schematic _.
Formulas and variational analysis

Solving Word Problems Involving Arcs ...,

-- ,

Select units of measurement for arcs
Convert among degrees, minutes, and

seconds

.4.1.1:1

4.1.1
Corivert degrees and minutes to .

decimal form -- 4.1.2 _...,.

Convert deciinal form to degrees and
minutes 4.1.3

Add arcs -' 4.1
Subtract arcs - 4.2
Solve a word problem involving arcs .... 4.0

Graphs . N.
! .

'Find the value of a point on a

E/E

7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.1.4

7.1
7.2
7.0

4

plotted line k #

, 8.1
Determine a trend represented by

a plotted line , 8.2
Determine a relationship represented : -

by a' pl orted. line ...... 8.3
Covarying Relationships

Table representations of covarying
relationships . _ 9.1

Graph representations of covarying
relationships . -- ' 9..2

Formula representations of covarying
..relationships . 9.3 /`

Trigonometry .1

Definitions and examples of key terms -- 10.11.1 -
Solve for unknown sides of right

triangles --,.s 10.1
Solve for unknown angels of right

$
triangles :-- --: 10.2
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Table A-2 (Continued)

.

Module Title

Lesson/Skill or Knowledge/Task
Lesson Number

PE OPS A/C E/E

Take Notes fro n Oral Presentation
or Written Passage

Identify the definition of a main
idea and supporting ideas 1.1.1.1

. Write the main idea of a paragraph 1.1.1
Identify the definition of a .n.

supporting idea _ 1.1.2.1
List the supporting ideas of a

paragraph 1.1.2
List the main ideas and supporting

ideas in the correct form for , j
note taking

Write the main ideas and supporting
1.1

,..

ideas in a brief, concise manner 1.2 4
Find Information in Administrative/

Clerical Publications

Find information in extract from
A/C publications 2.1

Alphabetize key words 2.2.1
Find relevant page, paragraph,

or article number in A/C publica-
tion index 2.2

Find information in publications 2.0
Read Micrometers ...

Convert sleeve tick marks to numbers .
and words 54:1 .

Convert thimble tick marks to
numbers and words 5J.2

Add sleeve and thimble values' 5.1 ---
i

Follow Independent Study Procedures

Identify components of lesson
assignment 4.1

Select an appropriate study strategy
Follow independent study procedures

and complete "A" school lesson

4.2
44

4ssignm nts 4.0.

I
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Table A-2 (C nued
ti

Module Title Lesson Number
Lesson/Skill or Knowledge/Trpsk. PE OPS A/C E/E

Comprehension of Materials-Related
efo Electricity and Electronics

Definitions and examples of non-
technical term's

Comprehension of E/E,materials
containing non-technical terms

Definitions and examples of key-terms
;related to electricity

ampf;.hension of E/E materials
containing electricity terms

15efinitions and examples of key terms
re*ted to electronics

Comprehension of E/E materials
.scontaining electronics ter"s

s.

1'

0 A-8
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Lesson Specification

A Lesson Specification sheet was prepared for each lesson (Figure A-1). The Lesson
Title, Lesson Number, Instructional Time, and Lesson Objective were identical to those
stated in TRAOR. The "generality" passage was the first of two new elements iptroduced
in the research and development process. The "generality" was a clear statement of the
steps that must be performed by the student' in order to accomplish the lesson's objective.
When the objective of the lesson was to recognize or write the definition of a term, the
"generality" was the definition rather than a set of procedural steps.

The "Special Teaching Points" passage was the second new element introduced in the
research and development process. It consisted of special points of information that the
researchers felt were important but could not conveniently be included within the
generality. Not all Lesson Specification sheets contained "Special Teaching Points."

Sample test items, with answers, w're included in the Lesson Specification sheets.
They were similar to, but not identical with, the sample test items in the TRAOR.

Module Specification.

A Module Specification sheet was prepared for every module (Figure A-2). The
Module Title and Module Number were identical to those stated in the TRAOR. The
Introduction provided the rationale for including the material in the course.

Overhead Transparencies

Figures A-3 and A-4 are examples of overhead transparencies developed for JOBS.

Practice Exercises

Each lesson in the SG contained practice exercises of various types: fill-in, multiple
choke, matching, constructed response, and true/false. Students made all entries on
separate sheets of piper distributed by the instructor, rather than writing in the SGs
themselves. Students were allowed to refer to their SGs, and to receive help from their
instructor, when completing the practice exercises. The IG contained the same exercises,
with the answers shown. Examples of practice exercises are shown on pages A-21, A-22,
and A-34.

Preassessment Batteries

The tests in each Preassessment Battery, and the numbers of items on each test, are
listed in Table A-3.

A few examples of terns included on the preassessment batteries are listed bela.w.

Propulsion
Engineering

Administrative/ Electricity/
Operations Clerical Electronics

flange simultaneous concur diligence
calibrate vector in lieu of . dielectric
inertia meridians requisition watt

A-9 30
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LESSON SPECIFICATION

LESSON TITLE: Solving Word Problems Involving Arcs

LESSON NUMSER: 4.0

INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: 3.5 hours

DATE PREPARED: 17 August 1979

LESSON OBJECTIVE:

Given a word problem involving arcs, solve the problem using the appropriate
mathematical operation, converting where required. Four out of five items must be
correct.

GENERALITY:

To solve problems involving arcs, use the foll6wing steps:

1. Determine the mathematical operation required.
2. Decide if the arcs are expressed in the same units and convert arcs to same

units if necessary.
3. Line up the numbers correctly.
4. Perform the operation.
5. Put answer in form asked for.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

1. What is the sum of one arc of 16° 33' 17" and another arc of 15° 12' 13"?

2. What is the final arc length if an arc of 50° 15' 30Mkis reduced by 10° 10' 15"?

Figure A-1. Lesson specification for OPS strand (typical).

A-10 0
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MODULE TITLE:

MODULE SPECIFICA- ON

Solve a '-lord P, em Involving Arci

MODULE NUMBER: 4.0

INSTRUCTIONAL UNE: 16 hours (includes 3.5 hours practice)

DATE PREPARED: 17 August 1979

INTRODUCTION:

This module pntains seven objectives. including theterminal objective.

The purpose of this module is to instruct JOBS students in fundamental math

skills related to working with arcs. Adding and subtracting degrees is used

regularly in QM "A" School for setting up navigational charts and is used in

OS "A" School for setting up a circular screen. Adding and subtracting degrees

is also necessary in charting direction and distance traveled to determine where

your ship.is located infelation to where it is ordered. Converting arc measures 4

to decimals and vice versa is used in "A" School whenever degrees are broken

down into minutes a-d seconds or in converting seconds to degrees, or minutes.

JP

As ihdiord, y the,pre-assessment test, JOBS-qualified students performed

poorly onj: verting arc measures (; 19%) and poorly on adding and subtracting

degrees (; 2 50%).

Figure A-2. Module sp6fZiTron for OPS strand (typical).

(-2
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PSIG .

READING

VACUUM
READING

CHART
5 PSIG 20 PE

4 PSIG 19 PE

3 PSIG 18 PE

2 PSIG 17 PE

1 PSIG -. 16 PE

0
-

PSIG ATMOSPHERIC
----

14.7

" MERCURY A 14 PE

4" MERCURY 13 PE

6' MERCURY 12 PE.

8' MERCURY 11 PE.

10" MERCURY
V 10 PE

12" MERCURY A 9 PE

14" MERCURY Pi 8 PI

16"
U

MERCURY U 7 P:

18! MERCURY M 6 PE

20! MERCURY 5 PE

22" MERCURY 4 PE

24" MERCURY 3 PE

26" MERCURY ,2 PI

28" MERCURY 1 PE

k 30" MERCURY 0 P:

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

PSIA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

IA

A

B

S

0

U

T

E

P

R

E

S

S

U

E

Figure A-3. Overhead projection designed to compare different but related concepts

(typical).
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Figure A-4. Overhead projection designed to illustrate PE concepts (typical).



Table A-3

Preassessment Battery Tests

PE Scal /Math/Visuals/Literacy 56.PE V bulary and Tables 96
OPS unctional Literacy 46OPS Basic Science Concepts: A 95...,, OPS Basic Science Concepts: B 95OPS Basic Mathematics 70
A/C Basic Concepts: A 90-A/C Basic Concepts: B 90A/C Using Publication 47A/C Filling out Forms/Computations 20
E/E Mathematics: Phase I, 63E/E Concepts and Relationships: ,P ase I 87E/E Mathematics: Phase II 132E/E . of

Concepts and Relationships: Phase II 224

Battery Test Title
Num ber_ot

Items in Test-

The numbers of subjects given the preassessment batteries are listed in Table A-4.

Programmed Instruction r

Programmed instruction for the PEI OPS, and E/E strands, followed the conventicnalformat: the student was. given bits of information, responded" to a queStion, and then
received immediate feedback by comparing his answer with that given in the text. Therewas7an im rtan differelnce, however, in the, way programmed instructions werepresented i the A strand. The A/C students -were not given feedback until they hadarAw_ered a series of questions. When the feedback occurred, it was given by theinstructor, and theAtudents learned only that their answers had been correct or incorrect.
Progress Tests

Each lesson contained a progress test designed to measure the student's mastery ofthe material presented in the lesson. The progress test was distributed by the instructor,and the students could not refer to their SGs when taking the test. The IG containedcopies of all progress tests, with answers. The format of the progress tests was similar tothat of the practice exercises. Page A-30 and A-31 show pages from a typical progresstest.

A-14
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Table A-4

Numbers of4SUbjects Given Preassessment Batteries

Preassessment
Battery/Strand

Propulsion 5ngineering

'Operation' s

Administrative/Clerical

Electricity/Electronics ,

Totals

Number of Subjectsa

SOBS
Qualified

"A" School -'
Qualified

57 124

44 52

98 60

49 55

248 291
a
Since not all subjects took all parts of the preassessi-nent battery for
their particular strand, the N for any particular part of a preassess-
ment battery was usually less than that shown in the table.

.Remediation Exercises and Tests

The formats of the remediation exercises and tests were t.sifriilar to those used for
practice exercises and progress tests. Copies of the remediationi exercises, vfilth answers,were included in the IGs.

Revisions Reports

After the preliminary courses had been implemented, revisions reports were prepared
for the PE, OPS, and A/C courses. Each revisions report explained the . revision
philosophy, the general revisions across the course, and the specific revisions by lesson.
The .philosophy stated that changes'would be made on the basis of (1) previously agreed-upon modifi tions, (2) analysis of student perfdrmance on all progress tests and
postcourse t sts, and (3) comments,from instructors and classroom observers.

The general revisions section listed broad categories such as' "provide greater variety
in testing fprmat," "provide more than five :est items for progress testS," or "use prQer
terminology when referring to a naval vessel." By far the largest section of each re
however, dealt with specific revisions. These changes were reported by lesson title
included identification of the problem, data source, extent of revision, and the ratio
or making or not making the suggested revision. Figure A-5 is a sample page frblevisions report..

A-15 4 3



Lesson 4.1 Converting Fractions to Decimals Using a Chart

1. "Perhaps 4.1.2 should be made prerequisite to 4.1 or at the very least,
reducing of multiples of 2 should be covered in 4.1 since fractions at
lowest terms are required to use the chart."

a. Data Source: NPRDC review comments to Revision Report, 22 January`80.

b. Extent of Revisio& The material in lesson 4.2 will be taught prior
to 4.1, in other words the lessons will be reversed.

c. Rationale: After discussion with NPRDC (5 February 80), it was.de-
cided that the solution to this problem could best be found by
revising the teaching order of Lessons 4.1 and 4.2. Further, the
above comment was made in response to a typographical error (4.1.2
instead of 4.2) in the Draft Revisions Report.

2. "Need expanded section on reducing fractions. More practice items."

a. Data Source: NPRDC letter 1 November 79

b. Extent of Revision: An expanded section on reducing fractions will
be included under Step 2 of the Generality.

c. Rationale: Teacher input, via NPRDC, indicates that the revision
is necessary.

3. "Need section on recognizing improper fractions."

a. Data Source: NPRDC letter of 1 November 79

b. Extent of Revision: 'None

c. Rationale: JOBS instruction reflects "A" School instruction in

\\
that it provides prerequisites. Working with fractions is a part.
of JOBS because students will be using machinists scales in "A"
chool. A machinists scale will never give a reading that is an
i proper fraction because it measures parts of a whole number.
Therefore, improper fractions should not be dealt with in JOBS
since they will not be encountered in "A" School.

4. "Need section on how students can check the accuracy of their work."

a. Data Source: NPRDC letter 1 November 79

b. Extent of Revision: A section will be included after all steps of
the generality have been presented. This section will teach stu-
dents to check their work through mathematical conversion of a
fraction to a decimal.

c. Rationale: Teacher input, via NPRDC, indicates that the revision is
necessary.

(

Figure A-5. Page from a revisions report (typical).
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Student Guide (SG)

The SG included examples showing the student how to perform tasks covered in each
lesson. The SG's examples were always different from those in the IG. The SGs used in
the K, OPS, and A/C courses contained glossaries of the technical terms found in the
corresponding Class "A" school materials. These glossaries, which the students took with
them to Class "A" schools, included far more terms than were taught in the JOBS
program.

Students were directed to read and work through the examples in their SG after the
instructor had completed their instruction. The SG could be used by students to preview
or review a class or to make up an instructor-conducted class that they missed. Only
practice exercises were included in th7 SG. Supplementary exercises, progress tests,
remediation exercises, and rgnediation tests were distributed by the instructor,.

Supplementary Exercises

/The supplementary exercises prepared for PE, OPS, and A/C focused on teaching
terms and took the form of crosswprd puzzles, syllable scrambles, and word trees.
(Supplementary exercises were not; prepared for the E/E course because of time
limitations.) The exercises were administered after the students had completed the
practice exercises but before they fiiad taken the progress test for the lesson. Sample
pages from a supplementary exercise/are shown on pages A-23 and A-24.

Terms Taught in the PE Course

Table A-5 lists the technical .terms taught in the PE course. Similar lists were
prepared for the other strands.

Strategy for Teaching Technical Tetms: First Lesson

Two lessons were prepared for each cluster of terms. In the first lesson, students
were given definitions, examples, non-examples, and altern4e forms of terms in the
segment being taught. The significance of each term was explained and the students were
required to generate examples of the term's usage (Figures A-6 and A-7).

After receiving instruction, the student performed practice exercises. The first part
of each practice exercise required the student to match a list of terms with a list of
definitions (Figure A-8). The second part required the student to match the list of terms
with a list of unencountered examples (Figure A-9).

After receiving a critique on the Practice Exercise, the student completed the
supplementary exercises (Figures A-10 and A-11). After receiving a critique on the
supplementary exercises, the student read a simele passage, the "relationship" passage,
that integrated all,of the terms in the segment jkfore A-12).

After they had read the "relationship" passage, the instructor questioned the students
and then directed them to generate sentences using terms found in the passage. The IGs
included sample questions to be asked and sample sentences to be generated (Figure A-
13).

The final phase in teaching each segment was the diagram/summary (Figure A-14).
this was a visual representation showing the relationshik between the terms found in the
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Table A-5

, Terms Taught in the PE Course

Cluster Segment 1 Segmenr2

1 Energy ^molecule gravity
energy centrifugal force
heat 'suction
dissipate inertia
discharge potential energy
conviction leverage
radiation kinetic energy
thermal energy torque
volatile hydraulic pressure

H Measurement atmospheric pressure diameter
vacuum equivalent
PSIG graduation
absolute pressure 'increment
fluctuation linear
BTU calibrate
revolution tolerance
RPM parameter.
viscosity volume

I

III. Components cylinder fitting
reciprocate right angle
linkage flange
throttle offset
propulsion junction
casing seal
auxiliar gasket
rotary \ bypass
shim alloy
ballast

\..

1

bimetallic
chemically stable

IV Maintenance deteriorate,Z solution
corrosion / impurities
alignment contaminated
vibration filter
friction sediment
abrasion residue
erosion brackish
bind bilge
deaerate rupture

seepage

, A-18



All substances in the world are made up of molecules - from the Oniest nu.t on
a diesel engine to tne largest aircraft carrier. Molcules are so small that
they cannot .even be seen through most microscopes.

MOLECULE 4,

smallest particle of matter (containing more than one._
atom) tnat still has the sane physical characteristics
of that matter

Examples of MOLECULE:

1. The smallest particle of water consists of 2 atoms
of hydroger and 1 atom of oxygen.

2. The.smallest bit .of carbon dioxide consists of 1 atom
of carbon and 2 atoms of oxygen.

3.
... ..... --..,

0' ., ---0- - , n cr,,---o--.;z) ---.,Ncl

c i 1 0.0.0 \ ,
/

/ 000 \ % 1 '
/ t

i 1 0000 t i 1
t 0000 t 1 s

,

o t t

' 0 i
% 000 , , 000 , / /

/ I

....0,..../b/ \/ ii

, \ k

,Y

---"-/-E5,, ,
....

1 OXYGEN ATOM 1 OXYGEN 0004 1 CASON OTCs

1 VI.ECLI.E or cotton 010110E (CO2)

MORE EXAMPLES:

Figure A-6. Page from student guide (typical).
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OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

III. Explanation /Demonstration

A. Instruction - Segment 1

I. Molecule MOLECULE
I

a. Introduction Explain that everything, from the
smallest grain of sand to an air-
craft carrier, is made up of
molecules.

Watch board/listen/pronounce word.

Have students read definit on in Read S.G.
S.G.

. .

b. Definition i SMALLEST PARTICLE OF MATTER CON-

TAINING MORE THAN ONE _Epro T T

STILL HAS THE SAME PHYSICAL CHAR-
ACTERISTICS OF THAT MATTER

c. Example Show OH 6.1.1 A (leave on screen). Watch board and listen.

Explain that CCL4 the formula

for carbon tetrachloride, means 4
atoms of chlorine, and 1 atom of
carbon. This makes up one molecule
of carbon tetrachloride.

Explain that H20, the formula

for water, means 2 atoms hydro-
gen, and 1 atom of oxygen. This

1
1

I

makes up one molecule of water.

I

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

d. Non-example Refer to OH 6.1.1 A. WaCch board and listen.
.

Remind student that molecules are
made up of ATOMS and that the ATOMS
combin with each other to make
moles les.

Explain that a drop of water, a
grain of salt, and a particle of
gas, each contain millions of mole-
cuks.

...

Explain that molecules 4nd atoms
cannot be seen with the naked eye
but can be seen with special mic-
roscopes.

/
Explain that there are 92 different
kinds of natural atoms in the uni-

.verse, and that there are some man-
made atoms.

e. Student generated i Encourage students to come up with jOffer examples, discuss and write

example/synonym! ; their awn examples. Oiscuss the examples in S.G.

sentence appropriateness and direct them to
write In their S.G.

1

-

1

1

Figure A-7. Pages from instructor guide (typical),
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.1.1

Segment I: Definitions

Directions: Match the terms and definitions by placing the letter of each
term next to the correct definition. Note that there are NO
more terms than there are definitions. Two of the terms wills
not be used.

Cefinitioni Terms

1% the transfer of heat by waves or rays in a
straight line from a'source

2. smallest particle of matter (containing -.

a conduction

more than ooe atom) that still has the . b. convection
same physical characeeristics of that
matter 1. , c. discharge

3. the capacity for doing work or producing d. dissipate
an effect.

.

e. ,energy
4. energy associated with the motion of

e
molecules

_
f. heat

5. to scatter; to disperse; to make dis- g. molecule
appear

h. pressure

i. radiation
7.4 to throw off; to send out under pressure

or by force . J. thermal energy

8. energy found in heat, because of k. volatile
the rapid movement of molecules

6. the ease with which a liquid evaporates

9. the transfer of heat by the vertical circu-
lation of molecules in a liquid or gas

Figure A-8. -Practice exercise, definitions, from student guidet(typical).

A-21
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P*CTICE ExERtiv 6,, .1 P
.

4,

Segment 1: Exam es .t

. 1

Directions: ?latch the terms and examples by placing. tke letter bf each term
next to the correct example. Note that :here are two more terms
than there are examples. Two of the terms will not be used.

PART 1

Examples

1. the capacity of a turbine.to drive
a ship

2. the temperature inside the oven in
the main galley

3. forcing exhaust gases out of an
engine

4. waves of heat leaving a sun lamp

5. the heating of water on a Stove

"7

PART 2

Cya===rnnlae

1. sodium chloride: Nati, consisting
of 1 atom of sodium and 1 atom of
chloride'

2. kerosene evaporating on the deck

3. When cold water is mixed with hot
dater, the cold water becomes hotter.

4. a geyser In Yellowstone Park

5. heat rising from a kitchen stove

Terms

a. conduction

b. convection

c. discharge

'd. energy

e. flammable

f. heat

g. radiation

Terms

a. centrl?ugal force

b. convection

c. dissipate

d. molecule

e. Suction

f. thermal energy

g. volatile

AS.

Figure A-9. Practice exercise, unencountered examples, from student guide (typical).
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Directions:

SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISE 6.1.1

Segment

Crossword Puzzle

Fill in the crossword puzzle below.

rangisim egg
2[

A

mowa

L.

0

MOM P A

ACROSS

1. to throw off; to send out
under pressure or by force

2. the transfer of heat by
'waves in a straight line
frqm a source

3. energy associated with the
motion of molecules

4. energy found in heat because
of the rapid movement of
molecules

S. to scatter; to disperse; to
make disappear

13

a
HEBEI=

fi

DOWN

1. the transfer of heat by the vertical
circulation of molecules in a liquid
or gas

2. the capacity for doing work or producing
an effect

3. smallest particle of matter (containing
more than one atom) that still has tne
save physical characteristics of that
matter

4. the ease with which liquid evaporates
oo

Figure A-10. Supplementary exercise, crossword puzzle, from student guide (typical).
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SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISE 6.1.1

Segment I

Syllable Scramble

Directions: Unscramble the syllables of the words and write the word on the
line next to the definition.

1. tlon -vec -con the transfer of heat by the [MP/Perim
vertical circulatlsn of mol-
ecules in a liquid or gas

2. htae energy associated with the heat
movement of molecules

ts-

3. mal-ther ner-e-gy energy found in heat because thermal energy
of the rapid movement of mol-
cules

4. pate -sI -dis to scatter; to disperse; to dissipate
make disappear

S. er-en-gy the capacity for doing work energy
or producing an effect

6. a-tile-vol the ease with which liquid volatile
evaporates

7. a- di- ra -tlon the transfer of heat by waves radiation
or rays in a straight line
from the source

8. charge.dis

9. le-mo.cule

to throw off; to send out discharae
under pressure or by force

smallest Particle of matter molecule

(containing more than one
atom) that still has the same
physical characteristics
of tha e ma tter

Figure A-11. Supplementary exercise, syllable scramble, from student guide (typical).

A
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Heat and Its Uses

The terms related to heat and its uses, which you just 'earned in this lesson,

will help you in PE "A" School hen studying about the main engine, the boilerS,

and many of the other parts of the ship that give it power

cAll substances are mace up of molecules When these moecdles move around,

two things occur neat :s produced, and this heat. in turn. creates eherly

It Is energy that powers skips

In order for heat ergy (thermal enercy) to be used effectively, it must be

transferZ from one source to another There are three ways in which this

occurs by convection, radiation, and conductor These three types of heat

transfer can be explained by using the same example For instance, if you

wert to touch a nailer discnardino steam, you would feel heat by means of

cooductiun 'If you were to hold your hand one foot away from the boiler,

your hlandtiourd DecOl.e warm because of radiation If you were to feel heat

while stanng twenty feet away frOm the boiler, that would be an example of

convectiOn f

When heat 's tramiferred, some dissipatton,always occurs other words, an

object bettgheated as never as hot as the object wIlich is Gating )t.

1

Heat has some very interesting effects on certain substances Wate&nornally

doe's not evaporate se^y qu,ICk'y ydu were to put two pans offwater side by

side. it Woprd take quite awrille for them to evaporate Therefore. you can

k
say that water is not very volatile. However, if you eer to heat one of the

pans o!. water to the boiling point, the water,in that an would evaporate much

more

/

ouickythan the water o the outer pan. Therefore, you can say that

hedincreises the volatalitvOf a substance.

in

t -
Figure A-12: Relationship passage fourd in the student and instructor guides (typical).
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leillINE Of INSIRUMON INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY SIIIPIN1 A11111Y

Iss, Relationship Passage-

%Segment I

,

'

.

1 Content

-

J Key words

,°

.

'

Explain that now the students will
study the Relationship PaSidije for
Segment I

Explain that the relationship pas-

sage uses the terms which they have
lust learned and show how these
terms tit together.

Explain that studying this passage
will help them remember how to use
these terms and prepare them for
the more difficult passages which
come in the next lesson in this
Cluster

Direct students to turn to S.G.

Page6-21

I Direct students to follow along as
you or selected students read the
passage aloud.

Direct students to identify, circle.
and state aloud, key words found in
passage. Write words on board when
stated.

energy
heat

molecoN
dissipate
volatile
discharge
convection
radiation
thermal energy

Listen

Turn to cited page in S G

Read aloud/listen/follow along

Circle key words

State key words,aloud.

Watch as instructor writes key
word on board.

r

MUNI OF INSINUCIION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDEN1 ACTIVITY

b Understanding
Check

Check on student's understanding
of the content of the passage by
asking the following questions.

Clarify or have other students
clarify any misunderstanding.

1 What are the three ways in
which heat moves?

(convection, radiation, and
conduction)

2 What happens when molecules
move around?

(heat and energy are produced)

3. What happens when heat is
transferred?

(dissipation takes place)

4. How can you make a liquid
evaporate more quickly?

(apply heat)

5. Whet is more volatile, a cold
liquid or a hot liquid?

(a hot liquid)

Answer questions

Figure A-13. Instructions for relatibnship passage, from instructor guide (typical).
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c Meaningful

Sentences
State two or three key terms and
ask students to use the words In a
meaningful sentence.

Use key terms in sentences.

01111 lid Of INSIMIION IHS1RUCIOR AC111/11Y AffiVIIr

Correct or have other students cor-
rect any misuse of the terms.

Possible sentences follow.

1. When you heat a liquid, the
molecules-in-the liquid move
around.

2. One way that heat is trans-
ferred is by convection.

3. When you apply heat to a
liquid the liquid necomes
more volatile.

4. Radiation and conduction are
two of the three ways in which
heat moves.

5. Heat produces mum that. in
turn is used to move ships.

2. Diagram/Summary Show and discuss 0.H. 6.1.1 1111.

Explain how the diagram shows the
-relationship of the key terms as
they were used in the Relationship

Passage.

Figure A-13 (Continued).
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t

Movement of
I MOLECULES

CONDUCTION
(touching)

boiler
DISCHARGING

heat.

IRADIATION(1 foot away)
I DISSIPATE

THERMAL
ENERGY

(across the room)
CONVECTION

VOLATILE

The movement of molecules produces heat. Heat energy is known as thermal

energy. In orderffor it to be used effectively, heat must be transferred from

its source. This occurs by conduction, convection, and radiation. These three

types of heat transfer occur after the heat has been discharged. When heat is

transferred, some dissipation always occurs.

bleat pauses a liquid's volatility to increase.

Figure A-14. Diagram/summary found in instructor guides and student guides (typical).
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-e
passage. Students studied the diagram and read a textual explanation of the relationships
shown in the diagram. Working with the diagram constituted the summary for the

-segment.

When instruction on all segments in a cluster was completed, the student took a
Progress Test which covered all of the terms in the\cleiter (Figures A-15 and A-16). The
grouping of terms was different from that of the Practice Exercise and the examples
listed were always unencountered ones.

Strategy for Teaching Technical Terms: Second Lesson

The second lesson for each cluster of terms gave the students practice in reading the
kinds of technical material found in same-strand "A" schools. The students read a
"Comprehension" passage (Figure A-17) and then answered a .,et of questions (Figure A-18)
about the content of the passage. The passage used terms found throughout the cluster.
Instructors critiqued the students' performance after they had finished answering the
questions. After repeating this procedure for a number of passages, the students took a
progress test using a different passage and set of questions.
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PROGRESS TEST 6.1.1

Definitions

Directions: Match the terms and definitions by placing the letter of each
'term next to the correct definition. Note that there are two
more terms thae there are definitions. Two of the terms will
not be 'used.

Definitions Terms

e 1. the capacity for doing work or producing an effect a. centrifugal force
_a_ 2. the force that causes an object to turn or rotate

b. convection
1 3. smallest particle of matter (containing more than one

atom) that still has the same phisical characteristics c. dischargeof that matter

c 4. to throw off; to send out under pressure or by force d. dissipate

d 5. to scatter;' to disperse; to make disappear
e. energy

h 6. pressure that is_created by the movement and force
of liquid f. gravity

f 7. force that tends to draw all bodies toward the g. heat
center of the earth

__a_ 8. energy found in heat because of the rapid movement h. hydraulic pressure
of molecules

1. inertia
i 9. the tendency for moving objects to continue moving

and for objects at rest to remainsat rest
J. kinetic energy

o 10. the force tnat moves a solid, liquid, or gas into
k. leveragea space that has low air preisure

k II. the action df a lever; the mechanical power gained 1. moleculefrowusing a lever

m 12. energy at rest; stored energy n. potential energy

s 13. the ease with which a liquid evaporates
n. radiation

__I_ 14. energy of motion
o. suctionp cts 15. energy associated with the motion of molecules

n 16 the transfer of heat by waves or ray101in a p thermal energy
straight line from a source

q. torquea 7 the tendency for a turning object to move away
from the center

r. vacuum
b 18. the transfer of heat by the vertical circu-

s. volatilelation of Molecules in a liquid or gas

t. volume

Figure A-15. Progress test, definitions (typical).

GO
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PROGRESS TEST 6.1.1

Segment 1: Examples

Directions: Match the terns and examoles by placing the letter of each term
next to the correct example. Mete that there are two
than there.are examples. Two of the terms will not be used.

PART 1

Examples

e 1. the temperature inside a boiler room

c 2. an explosion in the boiler room

c or b 3. forcing paint out of a spray gun et
paint the barracks

f 4, sunsnine streaming in the window

Terms

a. centrifuges force

b. discharge

c. ener-y

d. gravity

e. heat

f. radiation

PART 2

Examples Terms

__2_ 1. gasoline evaporating a. convection

b 2. When a hot fluid is mixed with a cold b. dissipate
fluid, the hot fluid becomes colder

c. dissolve
d 3. carbon dioxide (CO2): 1 atom of carbon,

2 atoms of oxygen d. molecule

a 4. the movement of heat in an electric e. suction
coffee pot brewing coffee

f. thermal energy
f 5. steam moving a locomotive

g. volatile

tr

Figure A-16. Progress test examples (typical).
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.1

Part 1: Passage

Directions: Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow by
circling the letter of the correct response.

i

HEAT ENERGY

Heat can be explained as the energy associated with the motion of molecules.

The greater the heat, the faster the molecules move, and the More space the

molecules occupy.

The molecules in ice, water, and steam are the same except for their motion.

The molecules in solids (such as ice) move more slowly than the molecules in

liquids (such as wate'r) and these in turn move more slowly than the molecules

in gases (such as steam).

When the molecules in ice move faster (by. Increasing the thermal energy), the

thermal energy is at first used to raise the temperature of the ice. But when

the temperature reaches a certain point (32° F), the thermal energy is no

longer used to raise the temperature. Now it is used to change the fluid from

Its-solid state, ice, to its liquid state, water.

If the thereNiler.ergy is further increased, the temperature of the water will

rise. If the water temperature reaches 212° F (boiling point of water), the

thermal enerrill now be used to change the fluid from its liquid state to

its gaseous state, steam. When all the water'has changed to Steam, the thermal

energy will again be used to raise the tererature of the steam.

I

What happens is that the heat causes the molecules to move faster and faster,

thuscreating more and more kinetic energy. Heat applied to the water causes

tae molecules to mover faster until finally a physical change takes place--

the water is changed to steam: The steam, in turn, can transfer its molecular

kinetic energy into mechanical energy which can turn a turbine engine.

4

Figure A-17. Comprehension passage (typical).
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Figure 1, on tne oppos'te page. shows the boiling curve for water. Note that

in Section A the temperature rises as thermal energy is increased. Section 8

starts at 212° ; (the boiling point for water). In Section 8, you should

notice that the graph snows a flat line. This means that the thermal energy

is not being used to increase the temperature of the water. Now it is being

used to change the water from its liquid state to its as state, or steam.

Only when all the water has changed to steam will the thermal energy be used

to increase the temperature of the steam. Section C in Figure 1 shows the tem-

perature of the steam increasing.

It is interesting to note from this graph that water is not a very volatile

substance The boiling curve for a volatile substance such as alconol would

snow a much snorter line in Section 8.

300
kL* TEAM HEATING

W TER BOILING

Lu

cc 200

111 100 °V
a. .

2
A

0 180 970 44
BTU PER POUND OF WATER

rigure 1 Roiling Curve (or Water

Figure A-17 (Continued).
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PRACTICE EXERCISE 6.1

Part 1: Questions

Directions: Answer the following questions about the passage by circling the
letter in front of the correct response, You aay go back and
read the passage again if you wish.

I. Water begins to:it:sit when its:

a. temperature reaches 32° F.

b. thermal energy reaches 180 BTU.

c. temperature reaches 212° F.

d. temperature reaches 300° F.

2. What happens when the temperature of water reaches 212° F?

a. All the water changes to steam.,

b. The water stops boiling.

c. Its temperature remains 212° F until all the water has
turned to steam.

d. Its temperature continues to rise.

3. Once the temperature of water reaches its boiling point, the thermal
energy is used to:

a. raise the water temperature further.

b. make the water less volatile.

c. change the fluid froaits solid state to its liquid state.

d. change the water into steam.

4. looking at Figure 1. how many BTUs need to be added per pound of water
to raise the temperature of the steam from 212° F to 300° F?

a. 970 BTU

b. 1 BTU

c. 44 BTU

d. 180 BTU

Water changes its physical state at:

a. 32° F.

b. 212° F.

c. at both 32° F and 212° F.

d. at neither 32° F or 212° F.

Figure A-18. Practice exercise (typical).
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